
Mark 10:13-31 
 
 
 
 
READ:  Mark 10:13-16 
 
Q:  Poor old disciples – in trouble with Jesus again.  Why did they behave so with the children? V13 
- Children were deemed too young to make a response to Jesus.  The parents may well have been 

bringing the children to touch Jesus – folk religion magic. 
 
Q:  V14, Jesus’ reaction is very strong.  A principle was at stake.  What? 
- Not: because the children were pure.  Not “an innocence”. 
- Not sinlessness. But humility and openness.  Like the father Mk 9:22. Not like Pharisees 10:2.  

Not like the Rich Man 10:22.  Jesus is looking for humility and openness.  Not closed thinking 
cynicism. 

- The child accepts the gift.  Is not expecting to pay or earn access.  Or demand access to God by 
right.  Not “Rights” thinking here. 

 
Q:  Is there a lesson for us? 
- [1] Children can hear and understand Jesus, even at earlier stages of childhood development, 

though will be reassessed at later stages of development. 
- [2] More importantly – we need to come to the Kingdom with openness, and helplessness. And 

humility.  Not the closed thinking cynicism born out of pessimism after 20th C. 
 
Q:  How can we make it possible for more children to be brought to Jesus? 
- …………. 

 
Q:  What does it look like to come to Jesus like a child? 
- …………. 

 
 
 
READ:  Mark 10:17-31 
 
Q:  v17 The rich man’s question – a good one?  Or misses the point? 
- Excellent question.  A wealthy Jew would not normally ask this question, because it has been 

answered – he has already experienced God’s blessing as his wealth shows it. 
 Of course, the understanding was that the wealthy person was to use his wealth to help the 

poor. 
- This man understands that it his “rule keeping” is not enough to be sure.  Faith is more than the 

Hygiene Factors (Frederick Herzberg) of the Decalogue. 
 
Q:  What was Jesus’ attitude wealth and eternal life? 
- V21, for this man a barrier 
- A barrier: You cannot serve God and money Lk 16:13. Beatitudes Lk 6:20, 24, 25. Magnificat Lk 

1:53 
- Jesus reverses the conventional attitude: wealth not a sign of blessing, but a barrier or hurdle to 

surmount. 
 



Q:  v25 is a statement of impossibility.  V24 and v26 the disciples were “amazed” and “exceedingly 
astonished”.   How is wealth a barrier to us? 
- [1]Simple greed is a barrier to the Kingdom, repeatedly denounced in NT. 
- [2] If we are wealthy or “successful” we become smug, self confident.  More willing to rely on 

our own resources and cry out to God daily. 
- [3] Our wealth funded “good works”, charitable giving, etc, becomes a “good-works salvation”. 
- [4] Less willing to uproot ourselves to a: new career, new ministry, or lifestyle choice that 

negatively impacts our wealth. 
 
Note: v25. Eye of a needle, not a fictitious old gate into Jerusalem, but a Jewish taking of a Persian 
hyperbolic saying “Easier for an elephant to go though the eye of a needle than….” 
 
Q:  v29 Can you name times when wealth has been a barrier to you? 
- …………. 

 
Q: What might Jesus' teaching mean for a career choice? 
- …………. 

 
 
 
Q:  v28. Peter says he and the team have given up everything – for something that is meant to be 
free.  This is a paradox.  What is the answer? 
- The paradox is apparent, but not real.  “he is no fool who gives up what he cannot keep, to gain 

what he cannot lose.” Jim Eliot. Phil 4:11-13 
 
Q:  v29 Can you name times when you have given up house, brother/sister, mother/father, lands for 
His sake? 
- …………. 
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